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ABSTRACT 

 
The article demonstrates the mechanism of using slide attack 
method to provide security assessment of the standard 
encryption algorithm GOST 28147-89 when uses weak keys. 
The main objective of a slide attack is to search for slide pairs 
and the optimal choice ∆ is the difference between keys and 
slide pairs. Because of using addition mod232 in the 
encryption algorithm GOST 28147-89 shows that, a slide 
attack can be implemented only with △= 0 and △= 2 to 
keep unchanged △ the difference with probability p = 1 until 
the end of the rounds.For fixed S-blocks of standard 
encryption algorithm GOST 28147-89, to determine slide 
pairs which supply four round particularity and satisfy term of 
combined slide attack are carried out by using experimental 
software. 
Analysis of experiments indicate that,it’s impossible to give 
conclusion to determine slide pairs which satisfy terms of the 
attack along with not influence changing stability number of 
rounds, round keys, cryptographic operations during 
implementation slide attack cryptanalysis methods for four 
round particularity of the algorithm. 
It is also revealed that, it is possible to fully determine the key 
using one or two slide pairs, and vice versa, that it is 
impossible to determine the real key using slide pairs.  
For this reason, it has been shown that it is unpredictable to 
determine the number of slide pairs needed to effectively 
perform the slide attack. 
 
Key words: cryptography, block cipher, plaintext(PT), cipher 
text(CT), slide attack, complementation slide attack. 
 
1.INTRODUCTION 
 
The study showed that the identified shortcomings of 
symmetric data encryption algorithms using linear, 
differential and linear differential methods of cryptanalysis 
can be eliminated by increasing the number of rounds 
[3,5,6,7,9,13,14,15].  This situation necessitates research on 
the use of the Slide Attack cryptanalysis method, which does 
not depend on the number of rounds.   
In present there are following types of “Slide attack”: 
1. A usual slide attack and an attack based on known-plaintext 
(PT) to encryption processes with single-frame 
self-similarities; 
 

 

2. Improved sliding techniques sliding with a twist and the 
complementation slide attack to encryption processes with 
two-round self-similarities. 
3. Combined slide attack on encryption processes with 
four-round self-similarity. 
There are organized appropriate experiences about first and 
second methods and got results. For example, you can bring a 
slide attack to the S-DES and DES ciphering algorithm based 
on the Feistel network and the results obtained from 
them[1,2,4]. 
The corresponding results were also obtained on the use of a 
slide attack on the foundations of selected plaintexts and a 
slide attack using additions to the symmetric encryption 
algorithm GOST 28147-89[4,9,10,11,12]. In the algorithm 
GOST 28147-89, together with the key, the S-block is a secret 
parameter, and during the study, the transformation of 
S-blocks recommended for use in the Central Bank of the 
Russian Federation was chosen[8]. 
 
2. THE MAIN PART 
 
The combined slide attack method is applied to four round 
self-similarity encryption algorithms based on the Feistel 
network. This attack method contains the combined use of 
two methods, that is, a sliding with a twist and the 
complementation slide attack. In this case, the requirements 
and conditions for sliding with a twist and the 
complementation slide attack are maintained. Including, for a 
slide attack using the additions of introducing the difference 
between the slide pairs and keys and their conservation with 
probability equal to one until the end of the rounds. In the 
encryption algorithm GOST 28147-89, the round keys are 
added in the 푚표푑2  to the 32-bit value of the right part of the 
message included in each round. Based on this, the difference 
between the keys is also determined using the 푚표푑2 , 
which, in turn, should provide the difference between the 
texts. 
For instance, in order to carry out slide attack based on 
complementation, it must be saved with possibility p=1 till the 
end of encrypting process and differences must be equal 
according to requirement find slide couples; 

∆= (퐾 + 퐾 )푚표푑2 ва ∆= (퐿 + 푅)푚표푑2 (1) 
There are shown that this action only can be used when slide 
attack based on △=0  and △= 2  and there must be kept 
difference between keys and entire texts when it is used in 
simple XOR operation in encrypting process. Here when △=0 
there is 퐾 = 퐾 , simple slide attack will be appeared. In this 
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case it becomes equal with previous researches[4,9,10,11]. In 
the second case there 퐾 −퐾 = 퐾 −퐾 = 2 is appropriate 
for △= 2 , there appeared continuous connection between 
keys. So this method only can be used when △= 2 . Here 
when 0 < 퐾 < 2 퐾 ≥ 2   and when 퐾 ≥ 2  
0 < 퐾 < 2 . 
A slide attack with a twist is applied to two-round 
self-similarities of the encryption algorithm and finds keys in 
these two rounds. If there are ignored initial and final 
permutations which are usually used in block encrypting 
processes, it could be continued like encrypting process using 
part keys of decipherment process and using part keys for 
encrypting process which is made in the Feystel system. This 
similarity makes it possible to use an attack with a comparison 
of the decryption process with a delay of one round to the 
encryption process. In this case in every rounds with 
exception of the first round of encrypting and the last round of 
decipherment slide pairs correspond to each other.  
According to results of the analysis, the usage of combinative 
slide attack method will be continued by the following 
scheme(Figure 1).  
 

 
Figure 1: The scheme of the combinative slide attack process 

 
In this work the usage of parallel account technology 
potentialities is required to GOST 28147-89 algorithm when 
there used combinative slide attack cryptanalysis method 
scheme. In spite of this there analysed the following keys by 
choosing in order to check it right or wrong: 
К0=  1677721610  = 0100000016 = 
000000010000000000000000000000002 
К1=  1677824110  = 0100040116 = 
000000010000000000000100000000012 
К2= 21642608642 = 8100000016 = 
100000010000000000000000000000002 
К3= 21642618892 = 8100040116 = 
100000010000000000000100000000012 
Slide attack consists of two stages, in the first one delaying 
second decipherment process to a round it becomes 
alternative to encrypting process and there appeared equation 
which makes difference ∆= 퐾 −퐾 = 퐾 − 퐾  
In the second stage the second encrypting process delays to a 
round and becomes alternative to decipherment process. In 

this case there also appears equation which proves delta 
difference. In these two cases  
∆= ∆ = 2 = 80000000 = 2147483648 =
= 10000000000000000000000000000000  is proved.  
As an example the following slide pairs will be analysed 
(Table 1) 

 
Table 1: Slide pairs. 

Quantities of plaintext in two and 
sixteen reckoning systems 

Quantities of ciphertext in two and 
sixteen reckoning systems 

L 0011100100100110 
1000101000100010 39268A22 N 0011001101001101 

0001100010001110 334D188E 

R 0000000100000000 
0000000000000000 01000000 M 1101011101100110 

0111101100010101 D7667B15 

N' 0000000100000000 
0000000000000000 01000000 L ' 0100000101111110 

0011101000100000 417E3A20 

M ' 0000001000000000 
0000000000000000 02000000 R ' 0011001101001101 

0001100010001110 334D188E 

L '' 0000001000000000 
0000000000000000 02000000 N '' 1001101110110111 

0110001100101111 9BB7632F 

R '' 0011101000111110 
1111101101100010 3A3EFB62 M '' 0100000101111110 

0011101000100000 417E3A20 

 
2.1 The first process of using slide attack forfirst round. 

1) Analysing 1-situation(Table 1), in this case slide pairs are 
taken as following: 
PT1= 39268A220100000016 
PT1: L=(39268A22)16= 
001110010010011010001010001000102 
R=(01000000)16= 000000010000000000000000000000002 
PT2= 010000000200000016 
PT2: N' =(01000000)16 
=000000010000000000000000000000002       
M' =(02000000)16 = 000000100000000000000000000000002 
PT3=020000003A3EFB6216 
PT3:   L'' =(02000000)16 = 
000000100000000000000000000000002 
R'' = (3A3EFB62)16 = 
001110100011111011111011011000102 
CT1= 334D188ED7667B1516 
CT1: N = (334D188E)16= 
001100110100110100011000100011102 
M = (D7667B15)16= 110101110110011001111011000101012 
CT2 = 417E3A20334D188E16 
CT2: L' =(417E3A20)16 = 
010000010111111000111010001000002 
R' =(334D188E)16= 001100110100110100011000100011102 
CT3=9BB7632F417E3A2016 
CT3: N'' =(9BB7632F)16 = 
100110111011011101100011001011112 
M'' =(417E3A20)16 = 
010000010111111000111010001000002 
In the first stage slide pairs are given by the following 
requirement: 
1-requirement:  푅 = 푁  
PT1= 39268A220100000016 
PT1:  L=(39268A22)16=  
001110010010011010001010001000102 
R=(01000000)16=   000000010000000000000000000000002 
PT2= 010000000200000016 
PT2:   N’=(01000000)16  = 
000000010000000000000000000000002       
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M’=(02000000)16 = 000000100000000000000000000000002 
Represented slide pairs satisfies completely slide attack 
requirement. In the next stage there made attack by help of 
slide pairs. In the 2-figure(Figure 2) there given that slide 
pairs situated in the first round. 

 
Figure 2: Situating slide pairs in the first round 

Here 1stroundLF(R,K0)=M’+∆ 
F(R,K0)=(M’+∆)L=(000000100000000000000000000000
002+100000000000000000000000000000002) 
001110010010011010001010001000102= 
101110110010011010001010001000102 
F(R,K0)= 101110110010011010001010001000102 
F(R,K0)>>11=(101110110010011010001010001000102)>>1
1=(010001000101011101100100110100012) 
=(445764D1)16=(4,4,5,7,6,4,13,1)10 
S-1(F(R,K0))=(R+K0) mod 232= 
010001000101011101100100110100012)= (445764D1)16 
=(4,4,5,7,6,4,13,1)10= (0,2,0,0,0,0,0,0)10= 
(00000010000000000000000000000000)2 
K0= 
S-1(F(R,K0))-R(mod232)=(0000001000000000000000000000
0000– 00000001000000000000000000000000)(mod232) = 
000000010000000000000000000000002=1677721610 = 
0100000016=1677721610 

2.2 The first process of using slide attack forlast round 

Take slide pairs by the last round (Figure 3) cipher texts, that 
is: 
CT1= 334D188ED7667B1516 
CT1: N = (334D188E)16=  
001100110100110100011000100011102 
M = (D7667B15)16= 110101110110011001111011000101012 
CT2= 417E3A20334D188E16 
CT2: L’=(417E3A20)16 = 
010000010111111000111010001000002 
R’=(334D188E)16=  001100110100110100011000100011102 

 
Figure 3: The analysis of the last round first slide pairs 

32-roundL’ F(R’,K0)=M+∆  F(R’,K0)= (M+∆)	  L’=   
=(110101110110011001111011000101012+1000000000000
00000000000000000002)010000010111111000111010001
000002=000101100001100001000001001101012 

F(R’,K0)>>11=(000101100001100001000001001101012)>>
11= (001001101010001011000011000010002) = 
(26A2C308)16 = (2,6,10,2,12,3,0,8)10 
S-1(F(R’,K0)= 001001101010001011000011000010002)= 
(R’+K0) mod 232 
S-1(F(R’,K0)= 001001101010001011000011000010002) = 
(2,6,10,2,12,3,0,8)10) =(3,4,4,13,1,8,8,14)10 =  
(00110100010011010001100010001110)2=87746779010 
K0=S-1(F(R’,K0))-R’(mod232)= 
(001101000100110100011000100011102 – 
001100110100110100011000100011102) (mod232) = 
000000010000000000000000000000002= 1677721610 
K0(32-round)=000000010000000000000000000000002=167
7721610=0100000016 . 
So in both cases the keys became equal, this shows that  used 
keys in the first round of encrypting process and the last round 
of decipherment process are equal.  
In the second stage, slide pairs are taken respectively by the 
following requirement: 
1-requirement: 푀′ = 퐿′′  PТ2= 010000000200000016 
PT2:   N’=(01000000)16  = 
000000010000000000000000000000002 
M’=(02000000)16 = 000000100000000000000000000000002 
PT3= 020000003A3EFB6216 
PT3:   L’’=(02000000)16 = 
000000100000000000000000000000002 
R’’= (3A3EFB62)16 = 
001110100011111011111011011000102 
2- requirement:  퐿′ = 푀′′CT2= 417E3A20334D188E16 
CT2: L’=(417E3A20)16 = 
010000010111111000111010001000002 
R’=(334D188E)16= 001100110100110100011000100011102 
CT3= 9BB7632F417E3A2016 
CT3: N’’=(9BB7632F)16 = 
100110111011011101100011001011112 
M’’=(417E3A20)16 = 
010000010111111000111010001000002 

2.3 The secondprocess of using slide attack forfirst round. 

Represented slide pairs satisfies completely slide attack 
requirement. In the next stage there made attack by help of 
slide pairs. In the 4-figure(Figure 4) there given that slide 
pairs situated in the first round 

 
Figure 4: Situating slide pairs in the first round 

Here 1-round N’  F(M’,K3)=R’’+∆  F(M’,K3)= 
(R’’+∆)	  N’=(001110100011111011111011011000102 
+100000000000000000000000000000002)  
000000010000000000000000000000002  
=101110110011111011111011011000102 
F(M’,K3)= 101110110011111011111011011000102 
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F(M’,K3)>>11=(1011101100111110111110110110 
00102)>>11= (011011000101011101100111110111112) 
=(6,12,5,7,6,7,13,15)10 
S-1(F(M’,K3))= (M’+K3) mod 232 
S-1(F(M’,K3)= (011011000101011101100111110111112) 
=(6,12,5,7,6,7,13,15)10)= (8,3,0,0,0,4,0,1)10 =  
(10000011000000000000010000000001)2=219781632110 
K3= 
S-1(F(M’,K3))-M’(mod232)=(10000011000000000000010000
000001 – 00000010000000000000000000000000)(mod232) = 
100000010000000000000100000000012 =216426188910 
K3(1-round)= 100000010000000000000100000000012 = 
216426188910= 8100040116 

2.4 The second process of using slide attack forlast round. 

Take slide pairs by the last round (Figure 5) cipher texts, that 
is: 
CT2= 417E3A20334D188E16 
CT2: L’=(417E3A20)16 = 
010000010111111000111010001000002 
R’=(334D188E)16=  001100110100110100011000100011102 
CT3=9BB7632F417E3A2016 
CT3: N’’=(9BB7632F)16 = 
100110111011011101100011001011112 
M’’=(417E3A20)16=01000001011111100011101000100000
2 

 
Figure 5: The analysis of the last round first slide pairs 

Here  32-roundN’’  F(M’’,K3)=R’+∆  F(M’’,K3)= 
(R’+∆)	 N’’=   
=(001100110100110100011000100011102+1000000000000
00000000000000000002) 
100110111011011101100011001011112=00101000111110100
1111011101000012 
F(M’’,K3)>>11=(001010001111101001111011101000012)>
>11= (011101000010010100011111010011112) 
=(7,4,2,5,1,15,4,15)10 
S-1(F(M’’,K3)=)= (M’’+K3) mod 232 
S-1(F(M’’,K3)= 011101000010010100011111010011112) 
=(7,4,2,5,1,15,4,15)10 
= (12,2,7,14,3,14,2,1)10 
=(11000010011111100011111000100001)2=326305334510 
K3= 
S-1(F(M’’,K3))-M’’)(mod232)=(110000100111111000111110
001000012 – 010000010111111000111010001000002) 
(mod232) = 100000010000000000000100000000012 
=216426188910 
K3(32-round)=100000010000000000000100000000012 
=216426188910=8100040116 
So in the second stage keys became equal, this shows that 
used keys in the first round of decipherment process and the 

last round of encrypting process are equal.∆= 퐾 −퐾 =
퐾 −퐾 ∆ = 퐾 −퐾 = 퐾 − 퐾  
Using these equations rest keys are found as following: 
∆= 2 = 2147483648and∆′ = 2 = 2147483648 
K1=(K3-∆)	푚표푑	2 =(2164261889-2147483648)mod232=16
77824110 =0100040116 
K2=(K0-∆)	푚표푑2 =(16777216-2147483648) 
mod232=216426086410=8100000016 
There analysed  224 texts on a basis of above mentioned 
combinative slide attack algorithm, and determined 212 slide 
pairs. It is defined from analysis that, not all determined slide 
pairs can make possibility to find round keys correctly. In the 
following table there given slide pairs which round keys are 
found correctly in them (Table 2). 

Table 2: Slide pairs which round keys are found correctly in them. 

For GOST 28147-89 standard symmetric encryption 
algorithm has been found slide pairs which can satisfy the 
terms of the combinational slide attack and with the help of 
combinational slide attack and obtained positive results.  

3. CONCLUSION 

After finding effective slide pairs for the encryption 
algorithm, you can find the corresponding bits of the round 
keys. Due to spending much more time for the process of 
calculation slide pairs, we use ∆ value in advance. 
To determine all the bits of the private key, it is enough to 
select several plaintext and corresponding ciphertext, as well 
as determined several slide pairs for a given mask. 
In general, based on the above information, we can conclude 
that the generated necessary slide pairs for conducting slide 
attacks will take a lot of time. This leads to the fact that the 
effectiveness of slide attacks depends on an effective solution 
to this problem. 
Implementation of cryptanalysis methods of slide attack 
indicate that, it’s impossible to give general conclusion to 
determine slide pairs which satisfy terms of the attack along 
with not influence changing stability number of rounds, round 
keys, cryptographic operations during implementation slide 
attack cryptanalysis methods for four round particularity of 
the algorithm. 

Plaintext values in 
hexadecimal notation 

Ciphertext values in 
hexadecimal notation Round keys 

1 – slide pair k0=01000000 
k1=0100005F 
k2=81000000 
k3=8100005F 

PT1 39268A2201000000 CT1 9A67C3E76350D606 
PT2 0100000002000000 CT2 9B51F38C9A67C3E7 
PT3 020000003A27E362 CT3 F366B6E69B51F38C 

2 -slide pair k0=01000000 
k1=01000101 
k2=81000000 
k3=81000101 

PT1 39268A2201000000 CT1 F83436882EB0C65F 
PT2 0100000002000000 CT2 2E388FC1F8343688 
PT3 020000003A5EFB62 CT3 8D175E462E388FC1 

3 -slide pair k0=01000000 
k1=01000201 
k2=81000000 
k3=81000201 

PT1 39268A2201000000 CT1 71579F26696493A6 
PT2 0100000002000000 CT2 1416C48771579F26 
PT3 020000003A56FB62 CT3 B95FD2CA1416C487 

4 -slide pair k0=01000000 
k1=01000401 
k2=81000000 
k3=81000401 

PT1 39268A2201000000 CT1 334D188ED7667B15 
PT2 0100000002000000 CT2 417E3A20334D188E 
PT3 020000003A3EFB62 CT3 9BB7632F417E3A20 

5 -slide pair k0=01000000 
k1=01000001 
k2=81000000 
k3=81000001 

PT1 39268A2201000000 CT1 F4A23B652D8E1ADE 
PT2 0100000002000000 CT2 FD24A330F4A23B65 
PT3 020000003A26FB62 CT3 F022C44DFD24A330 
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For the algorithm GOST 28147-89, based on various keys, 218 
texts were analyzed using a 32-bit Galois generator out of 232 
possible selected plaintexts.  
As a result, about 26 and 25 slide pairs have been found for two 
different keys, and enough half of them to find private key to 
get positive result.  
It is important to note that only with the help of one or two 
slide pairs you can completely find the private key, and vice 
versa, it’s impossible to find private key using all of the slide 
pairs.  
For this reason, it is not possible to determine in advance the 
number of slide pairs needed to effectively use the slide 
attack. 
Because of using addition mod232 in the encryption algorithm 
GOST 28147-89, △the difference between round keys and 
slide pairswhich is the main condition of the combined slide 
attack doesn’t always kept until the end of rounds. 
As a result, it’s possible to implement slide attack to standard 
encryption algorithm GOST 28147-89when these terms  
△= 0 and △= 2  have been done. 
For △= 0, equality of keys leads to implement successfully 
common slide attack and only one case, △= 2 this method 
may be used to find private key. 
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